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CWS Capital Partners LLC

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
September 5, 2022
Labor Day Holiday
CWS Offices Closed
September 15, 2022
3rd Quarter 2022
Estimated Tax Payments Due
October 17, 2022
2021 Tax Return Extensions Due
October 28, 2022
3rd Quarter 2021

By Gary Carmell

If the tremendous demand for
apartments is an economic indicator,
then the weather conditions are quite
pleasant and favorable to remain
that way. This graph from Witten
Advisors shows the huge demand
for apartments and how it has greatly
exceeded any other time frame in the
last 20 years.
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And while the economic outlook, independent of apartments,
looks far less favorable on the horizon (showers, and more on
this later), if we do go into a downturn, apartments should
provide a shelter from the storm, as well as housing overall, as
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it is materially undersupplied as this chart from Witten Advisors shows. This housing shortfall
has been building up for almost 10 years and has become particularly acute.
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On a more micro level we are seeing similar trends in our CWS portfolio, which has translated
to robust rent growth. Currently, we are in the process of transitioning to a new property
management software so we are getting reports from two systems. The vast majority of our
properties are still on the old system, however, so the data from this group is a very good
sample size from which to draw conclusions. In that group for the month of June we showed
the following:
New Leases

Renewals

# Signed

1,836

1,680

New Rent per Sq. Ft.

$1.96

$1.81

20.7%

14.5%

+16.7%

+7.7%

% Change from Previous Lease
New Rent vs Avg. at Property

Given there is still a meaningful gap between the rental rates we are achieving for residents
moving into vacated apartments and for those renewing, if we can keep attaining the same
rent levels for new leases signed and those renewing, then one year from now we should
have average rents in our portfolio higher by approximately 10%. And this is on top of the
growth we have already experienced. Over the past year the average rent in this large sample
has increased by approximately 12% with no impact on occupancy. If we are able to achieve
Continued on Page 3
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an additional increase of 10% over the next year, then this would generate a cumulative 23%
increase over that two-year period.
And while higher interest rates will clearly impact us negatively (discussed below), it should
keep people renting longer than would otherwise be the case given the much higher cost of
owning a home due to mortgage rates having gone up quite significantly, although they are
down from their recent peak.
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The following graph shows how home prices have become quite elevated relative to incomes.
This made some sense when interest rates were quite a bit lower (and payments were more
affordable) but becomes a much more challenging proposition with higher rates and a
correspondingly much higher monthly payment.
Biggest Housing Bubble Ever?
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So where are the showers coming from? The first contributor is a much more hawkish Federal
Reserve that is committed to squashing inflation via higher short-term interest rates, making
financial conditions tighter, and shrinking its balance sheet. If this comes at the cost of economic
growth and job losses, then “Damn the torpedoes!” That’s just the cost of doing the dirty
work it’s been entrusted to carry out.
Higher interest rates negatively impact our floating-rate loans in terms of larger interest
payments. In addition, the prospect for the economy to slow down, or even contract, can
lead to less household formations such that supply may exceed demand and diminish pricing
power of apartment owners like CWS.
The hawkish Fed is definitely going to have an impact on our debt service costs for our
floating-rate loans. Our budgets assumed that the indices upon which our floating-rate loans
are based, 30-day LIBOR and Overnight SOFR, would average 0.75% for the year. Through
August (Our August 1 payment is based on LIBOR or SOFR at the end of June), 30-day LIBOR
will have averaged 0.59% while SOFR will have averaged 0.31%. So far so good. Unfortunately,
the market is pricing in a very aggressive Federal Reserve tightening path which would bring
our projected average for 2022 to 1.32% for 30-day LIBOR and 1.25% for SOFR. Thus, it is
highly likely that we will have a negative variance for our budgeted debt service for 2022.
One positive offset to this negative variance, however, relates to an interest rate cap that
we purchased in mid-2020 for a number of our properties that expires on December 1,
2022. It pays those hedged properties in the event LIBOR exceeds 1.25%. Since 30-day
LIBOR already exceeds this level, we should start receiving payments beginning in August
and ending on December 1st. For those properties covered by this cap, then this would
result in our hedged 30-day LIBOR averaging 0.76%, which is very close to our 0.75% budget.
The purchase of this cap, which cost approximately $1,000,000 for over $1.7 billion of loans, is
expected to pay our hedged properties over $6 million through December 1, representing
a very good return on investment.
Most of our lenders require us to reserve for the future purchase of interest rate caps by
having us escrow dollars each month. For years these cap costs were very cheap, not very
volatile, and a minimal expense. They were especially cheap during the depths of the Covid
economic downturn when investors believed that the Fed would keep interest rates very low
for many years to come. And then inflation reared its ugly head and the Fed pivoted from
believing inflation was transitory to becoming a much more embedded economic challenge
that needed to be addressed head on. Its answer was to reverse course by aggressively
raising rates and shrinking its balance sheet. This has only just begun and we’re already seeing
the cost of credit go up materially and the Fed’s aggressive posturing has resulted in the cost
of interest rate caps exploding.
Our monthly impounds are going to go up materially which will impact our cash available
for distributions. We are in the process of working with some of our lenders to see if we can
Continued on Page 5
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come up with less costly solutions so that we don’t have to buy what we believe is extremely
overpriced and almost worthless insurance. We don’t need the caps because most of our loans
have very low spreads over their indices and our leverage levels are very conservative. We
have the ability to handle materially higher interest rates for the vast majority of our portfolio
and still generate positive cash flow. That doesn’t mean distributions won’t be impacted
(probably more of a 2023 risk versus 2022 for most of our properties) but the chances of
having cash flow difficulties are relatively low. For this reason, we think purchasing caps is
honestly a waste of money, but we are obligated to do so pursuant to our loan documents.
We are working diligently to manage this exposure so that we can avoid spending our money
in unproductive ways.
The other economic risk that may cause showers even while the sun is shining for our
apartments is a materially slower economy or even a contraction. Copper is considered a
very good barometer of economic activity and its prospects because it has so many industrial
uses. One can see from this chart that it has fallen precipitously, which is not a good sign for
the global economy.
Copper price, year to date
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The same is happening with energy prices as well as oil which has dropped below $100 per
barrel and gasoline which has also had a meaningful pullback.
With the Fed seemingly hell bent on slowing the economy and even pushing it into a recession
to fight inflation, investors and providers of credit are getting more risk averse and this is
Continued on Page 6
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showing up in much tighter financial conditions. One can see from this chart that conditions
were incredibly loose during Covid when the federal government was running huge deficits
and the Fed was extremely accommodating via lowering rates and keeping them there while
also buying huge quantities of Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities. These are now
all in reverse and it is showing up as very tight financial conditions, at least via this indicator.
If history is any guide, then this is not good for corporate earnings as it will put pressure on
businesses to contain costs and eventually lead to layoffs, which are now starting to materialize.
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I think it’s a distinct possibility that we
start to see a meaningful slowdown in
job growth, especially among tech firms
that have been raising large amounts of
capital from venture capital firms and
other equity providers predicated on
a very robust IPO market to generate
liquidity. That window has been
slammed shut for now and more firms

By: Erin Griffith, July 7, 2022
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are finding it more difficult to access capital as credit spreads have widened and investor
uncertainty has grown with the advent of a very hawkish Fed that seems hell bent on tightening
into weakening economic conditions.
“Venture capitalists, such as those at Sequoia Capital and Lightspeed Venture Partners, have
cautioned young firms to cut costs, conserve cash and prepare for hard times. In response,
many start-ups have laid off workers and instituted hiring freezes. Some companies —
including the payments start-up Fast, the home design company Modsy and the travel startup WanderJaunt — have shut down.” — New York Times
Even hugely profitable firms like Facebook, Amazon, and Salesforce are tightening their belts.

And while the labor market is still strong, it does appear that the best of this cycle is behind
us as we face more headwinds. This is from job placement firm Challenger, Gray & Christmas’
monthly report detailing job cut announcements.
“Layoff announcements have soared in the second quarter after an extremely low level of cuts
in the first three months of the year. Through June, the annual total of 133,211 is down 37%
from a year ago, but the second quarter is the highest quarterly total since Q1 of 2021.”
“‘Employers are beginning to respond to financial pressures and slowing demand by cutting
costs,” said Andrew Challenger, the firm’s senior vice president. “While the labor market is still
tight, that tightness may begin to ease in the next few months’.”
This tweet shown on the right sums up
much of my thinking as well as that of
many investors.
The Atlanta Fed has developed a real
time model of its estimates for real GDP
that it updates daily as new information is
released. One can see that the prospects
are not pretty for the next GDP report.
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Evolution of Atlanta Fed GDPNow real GDP estimate for 2022: Q2
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Investors are increasingly convinced that the Fed will have to reverse course in 2023 and start
to cut rates once again as its hawkish approach will cause too much harm to the economy and
inflation will no longer be its primary concern. This graph shows the growing gap between
how the market sees the trajectory for the Federal Funds Rate and the forecast of Federal
Reserve members.
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The one thing we do know is that in our lifetimes the sun will always exist. What will come and
go are clouds, rain, and storms. The name of the game is to not let the storms sweep you away
so that you can’t enjoy the opportunities that arise when the sun shines again. We also want
to be able to enjoy the rain when it does come because it can be refreshing, a nice change,
and keeps life more interesting and us better prepared.
We continue to believe that we are in a great business which serves a fundamental need that
is not easily disrupted. We have chosen to invest in properties in high demand metropolitan
areas that cater to customers with a strong capacity to pay today’s rents and higher ones in
the future. And we have made a concerted effort to finance these properties with prudent
leverage levels, pre-payment flexibility, and long loan terms such that we do not find ourselves
backed into a corner having to repay loans at inopportune times. Finally, we have aligned
ourselves with partners who have invested their equity with us with the understanding that
their capital will be invested for long periods of time. The combination of the right debt and
equity should provide us with the runway, patience, emotional fortitude, and financial staying
power to weather the storms that will inevitably pass through.
And yet, despite the clouds forming on the horizon that are increasing the chances of rain,
it is possible, given the housing shortage and the much less competitive single-family home
market, that we could still have the sun shining on our business while rain is falling more
generally. We believe we are prepared for this to not be the case, but if it is, then apartments
could offer shelter from the storm.
Investment opportunities offered by CWS Capital Partners LLC are through an affiliated entity, CWS Investments. CWS
Investments is a registered broker dealer, member FINRA, SIPC.

Apartment Portfolio
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
1/1/22 -6/30/22

Number of Properties:

97

Actual

Budget

Variance

%

Total Revenue

$268,465,165

$259,557,078

$8,908,087

3.43%

Total Operating
Expenses

$118,450,559

$120,137,504

$1,686,945

1.40%

Net Operating
Income/(Loss)

$150,014,606

$139,419,574

$10,595,032

7.60%

Revenue - when actual is greater than budget, result is a positive variance
Operating Expenses - when actual is greater than budget, result is a negative variance
NOI - when actual is greater than budget, result is a positive variance
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2022 CWS ANNUAL INVESTOR
MEETING WEBINAR
CWS would like to thank all of our investors and guests who participated in our 2022 Annual Partners
Meeting webinar that was held on May 17, 2022, via Zoom. For those who were not able to attend, a
recording of the event can be viewed from our CWS website at www.cwscapital.com/events/annualmeeting or by visiting the following link: https://youtu.be/f9vSomTgrZ8.

The meeting began with Partner Gary Carmell speaking about the “The Perfect Storm,” which is our
theme for this year. Our interpretation of this theme is the opposite of what one might think from
the movie of the same name where the ending did not turn out well. This storm shifted dramatically
and provided a major tailwind that we were able to ride. The start of the pandemic brought many
questions and an equal amount of challenges, specifically in the multifamily industry, but to our
benefit our properties performed better than expected and the low interest rate environment
produced higher cash flow for our investors as a result of our lower debt-service.
Partner Mike Engels presented an operational overview of how CWS’ same-store properties
performed over the past 12 months. Revenues were higher by 4.3% which helped produce a positive
Net Operating Income of 5.1% and improved cash flow by 23.8% due in part to lower interest rates
and capital expenditures. Year-over-year rents through April 2022 resulted in new leases increasing
Continued on Page 11
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by approximately 19% and renewals by approximately 13%. We continue to feel very good about
the supply and demand fundamentals for apartments and believe rents will continue to grow in the
near term.
Next up to present was Gary Carmell who introduced the topic of Stress for Success in terms of
analyzing how the current and projected environment will affect our properties’ performances.
CWS’ investment strategy is based on making key decisions with a long-term perspective that will
allow the company to stay on the playing field under all conditions. Approximately 80% of CWS’
debt is variable rate. The Partners believe that variable-rate loans will continue to be beneficial
despite rising interest rates as they offer lower starting rates compared to their fixed-rate equivalent
loans, increased prepayment flexibility allowing for less onerous penalties for paying off loans early
in cases of refinances or sales, and a recessionary hedge as the Federal Reserve typically will reduce
interest rates during economic downturns. Careful market selection has benefited our firm by having
locations with strong in-migration and business friendly environments, resulting in either break-even
or positive rent growth. Single family housing further supports apartment demand due to rising
interest rates that have made purchasing homes less affordable, values that have increased at a faster
rate compared to average income, and a continued shortage of housing supply.
Founding Partner and Chairman Steve Sherwood discussed the macro forces that have been impacting
the apartment market and how they will affect CWS’ decision-making and capital allocation. A lack
of housing has created a tight market for rentals as we have seen rent growth soar along with a
lack of housing options. Our markets are typically located where people are migrating to when
leaving their home states, particularly states like Texas. Building costs have gone up which makes
development of new housing and apartments more expensive. For example, we have seen the cost
to build garden-style apartments increase by 63% from eight years ago. As values have increased, we
are also seeing property tax valuations increase dramatically which has necessitated CWS to protest
these assessments, especially in Texas whose properties are assessed on an annual basis. We are
seeing insurance premiums going up as well.
Concluding the presentation before the Q&A was Co-Founder and Advisory Board Member
Bill Williams who described the time in history when the company first began in 1969 with a 15unit apartment building in Huntington Beach with a $15,000 down payment. Today, CWS is wellpositioned to grow while also maintaining a strong cash position as preservation of investor capital
is at the forefront of every decision that the company makes. Bill thanked our valued CWS investors
for their trust.
CWS thanks you for your trust over the past 53 years in allowing CWS to represent you in owning,
managing, and building apartments. We feel a great sense of honor and responsibility to preserve your
hard-earned capital, to provide timely and relevant communications, and to deliver exceptional returns.
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It’s been two years since CWS announced the availability
of digital signing on our CWS Investor Portal. Since then,
approximately 1/3 of our investors have opted in for this
safe, secure, and efficient mechanism by which they can
sign and return documents to CWS. Though this has
proven to be a great convenience for so many of our
investors, some who have opted in for digital signing are
not returning their digitally signed documents by the
indicated deadlines. Below are answers to some issues
that could be contributing to this:
I didn’t know that I had something to sign.
As with all documents posted to your investor portal, you
You have a document
will receive an email listing your new documents. If one of
to sign. Click Here.
the documents requires a signature, your email will contain
the text, “To sign digitally, click here.” In addition, we’ve
added an alert on your CWS Portal dashboard whenever you have required documents to
sign. Clicking the link in the email or on the dashboard will take you directly to the Documents
to Sign screen.
I thought I had signed everything; I must have missed one.
Continued on Page 13
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If the Documents to Sign screen lists multiple documents,
you must check all the boxes to submit them all for signing. In
addition, if there are multiple owners on your account, your
account may require all the owners to sign. To determine if
your account allows you to “act alone,” go to the Digital Signing
menu, then to Sign Up/Revoke to see your ability to sign alone. If others must sign, you can
check the signing status of each signer from the Document Signing Status screen available
under the Digital Documents menu. There you can see the status of the document. If the
status is Submitted rather than Digitally Signed, either another signer is needed or a signer
exited the DocuSign screen without clicking Finish. Scroll to the right to see the signing status
of each individual signer.
I was waiting for the paper to come in the mail for this one.
Accounts that have opted in for digital signing have also opted in for paperless delivery. You
can print a copy from the portal before you sign if you would like to review the document
further or after you sign, and it will include your signature and elections.
I have not been at home and don’t have access to a computer.
You don’t need a computer. If you have a mobile device, you can go to www.cwscapital.com
to access your account or click the link provided in the email.
I don’t know how to digitally sign.
You can access written instructions and videos from the Digital Signing Help screen available
under the Digital Documents menu. If you still have questions or need help, you can call our
Investor Relations department (800) 466-0020 and we can walk through it together.
We recognize that digital signing may not be for everyone. If you opted in for digital
signing and have changed your mind, you can revoke your status at any time by going to the
Digital Signing menu, then to Sign Up/Revoke. If you have not yet opted in for this service
and you would like the flexibility to sign anywhere and anytime, go to that same screen to
get started. If you need help, it can be found on the Digital Signing Help screen. The opt in
process takes just a few minutes, and upon completion you will be on your way to digitally
signing with CWS.
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INVESTOR RELATIONS
RECAP 2Q 2022
For more information on CWS investment opportunities, contact Marcus Lam at
(800) 466-0020 ext. 1011 or mlam@cwscapital.com.
ACQUISITIONS
Marquis Dominion (San Antonio, TX) – On April 12, 2022, we acquired a 255-unit apartment
community known as Marquis Dominion (fka Catalina at Dominion). This luxury apartment community
is situated in San Antonio’s scenic hill country and offers suburban living on the outskirts of an urban
locale. We believe the property is well situated to benefit from San Antonio’s strong apartment market
fundamentals as recent leases continue to come in significantly higher than the in-place rent roll.

Marquis Dominion (San Antonio, TX)

Marq Promenade (Westminster, CO) – On May 17, 2022, we closed on the acquisition of a
261-unit luxury apartment community known as Marq Promenade (fka Millennium Circle Point). The
community is a new development which will be completed in three phases, with the first 96 units
delivered in April. The final phase is projected to be completed by September 2022. Westminster is
one of the best performing submarkets in the Denver metropolitan area. We believe the property
is well situated to benefit from strong apartment market fundamentals.
Infinity Music Row (Nashville, TN) – As of this writing, we are projecting to close on the purchase
of Infinity Music Row, located in downtown Nashville, Tennessee, on August 5, 2022, with a 30-day
extension option. Built in 2017, each unit features a chef-style kitchen with granite countertops and
stainless-steel appliances, granite bathroom countertops, hardwood-style flooring, nine-foot ceilings
Continued on Page 15
Page 14
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with fans, expansive walk-in closets, and Nest thermostats. The property is centrally located to
Nashville’s music industry and has a ground floor retail tenant that features dining, cocktails, and live
entertainment. We are excited about the acquisition of Infinity Music Row as our purchase price is
projected to be below the property’s replacement cost, it is in a strong location, and has immediate
access to top employers.

SALES
Marquis at Arrowhead (Peoria, AZ) – The sale of Marquis at Arrowhead was completed on
April 6, 2022.
Marquis at Tanglewood (Houston, TX) – The sale of Marquis at Tanglewood was completed on
April 11, 2022.
Marquis at Clear Lake (Webster, TX) – The sale of Marquis at Clear Lake was completed on June
17, 2022.
Marq Midtown 205 (Charlotte, NC) – We are currently in the process of selling Marq Midtown
205. As of this writing, the sale is projected to close on July 14, 2022.
Investors can log into the CWS Investor Portal at www.cwscapital.com to view information about
completed sales of properties. Once logged in and on the dashboard, click on the dropdown
named “My Documents” and then choose “Recaps, Indications, & Ballots” and proceed to search for
the year and property transaction.

REFINANCES and/or SUPPLEMENTAL LOANS
Marquis Parkside (Austin, TX) – On April 1, 2022, we completed the refinance of the maturing
fixed-rate loan and replaced it with a new variable-rate loan with an interest rate spread of 1.83%
over 30-day average SOFR and a new 10-year loan term with full-term interest-only payments. With
this new loan, we were able to improve prepayment flexibility, reserve funds for capital expenditures,
and provide a significant one-time distribution to investors.
Marquis of State Thomas (Dallas, TX) – On June 1, 2022, we completed the refinance of the
maturing fixed-rate loan and replaced it with a new variable-rate loan with an interest rate spread of
1.65% over 30-day average SOFR, interest-only payments for four years, and a new seven-year loan
term. As a result, the property was able to provide a one-time distribution to investors.

OFFERINGS
Please contact Marcus Lam if you are interested in investing opportunities with CWS by calling
800-466-0020 ext. 1011 or emailing at mlam@cwscapital.com. Investors may also visit our website at
www.cwscapital.com and log in to their account to learn more about our current offerings.
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CWS INVESTMENTS PRIVACY NOTICE
We provide this notice to our individual investors as required by
regulations adopted under the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
in order to inform you about our policies with respect to the nonpublic personal information we maintain about you. We have
been sensitive about the personal information we have received
regarding our investors and plan to continue that tradition.
In connection with our private investment activities, we collect
and maintain non-public personal information from the
following sources:
•	Information we receive from you in subscription 		
agreements, investor questionnaires, applications 		
or other forms or in other communications; and
•	Information about your transactions with us, any 		
of our affiliates or others.
CWS may share nonpublic personal information to unaffiliated
third parties only under the following circumstances: (i)
disclosure of account and transaction data to other financial
institutions, auditors, attorneys, or regulators to facilitate your
investment or as required (or requested by law enforcement)
and permitted by law or regulation (ii) disclosure of personal
information in limited circumstances to perform background
checks as required by law, (iii) disclosure of your personal contact
information to companies that help us service your accounts
or assist CWS in reaching out to investors for activities such
as annual meetings, special votes, or new offerings. We have
contracts with these companies that prohibit them from using
your personal information for their own purposes. Outside
of these limited exceptions, CWS will not share your personal
information with third parties unless you have specifically
requested that information be released to them.
California consumers have the following rights under the
California Consumer Privacy Act (the “CCPA”):
•	Right to know – You have the right to request disclosure
of the categories, and specific pieces of personal
information CWS has collected. You should know CWS
does not sell investor information to any third party.
You have the right to know if, and what, information we
disclose to third parties for business purposes within the
last 12 months.
•	Right to request deletion – You have the right to request
CWS delete your personal information it has collected.
•	Right to not be discriminated against – You have the
right to not be discriminated against because you have
exercised your rights under the California CCPA.
We intend to maintain non-public personal information of our
former investors and apply the same policies to that information
that apply to current investors. We employ physical, electronic
and procedural safeguards to protect your non-public personal
information in our possession or under our control.
We reserve the right to change our privacy policies and this
Privacy Notice at any time. The examples contained within this
notice are illustrations only and are not intended to be exclusive.
This notice complies with the privacy provisions of the GrammLeach-Bliley Act. You may have additional rights under other
United States or non- United States laws that may apply to you.
Please contact Investor Relations at (949) 640-4200 or
investorrelations@cwscapital.com if you have anyquestions.
Investment opportunities offered by CWS Capital Partners LLC
are through an affiliated entity, CWS Investments.
CWS Investments is a registered broker dealer, member
FINRA, SIPC.
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PURPOSE:
ENHANCING LIVES
THE CWS WAY

VALUES:
A DEMAND FOR EXCELLENCE WITH
A SENSE OF URGENCY
A RESPECT FOR PEOPLE
REQUIREMENT FOR PROFITABILITY
AND SUSTAINABILITY
HONORING OUR WORD
ETHICAL DEALINGS ARE PARAMOUNT
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